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Ahhh, the beginning of Fall quarter. The time of year when starry eyed freshmen struggle to have fun for a two weeks before giving up, receding to their overcrowded dorm rooms to hang themselves by their lan-

yards. But don’t worry, that’s just natural selection. For those of you who will live to lounge every UCSD stu-
dents’ natural urge to off themselves, I salute you. And as a token of my gratitude I give this newspaper, The Moth-

erfucking Koala.

Since 1982, The Koala has stood at the center of de-
baucherly at UCSD. Ask me or any staff for a drink and we’ll shave pocket shots so far down your throat you’ll be drinking your wine through an IV drip for the next three months (it’s really not all that bad). So open up the paper and see what expert wisdom and advice we have for you over the course of your potentially enjoyable UCSD career. But enough pondering, let’s get down the real reason you’re all here: stockades.

Who the fuck decided to get rid of stockades??!! Public shame and embarrassment is obviously the only useful form of punishment in this day and age, just look at social media! Unlike other public forms of punishment (i.e. storing, flagging, execution) whose harm is simply skin deep, stockades allow for soul-crushing public humiliation for the benefit of the passersby.

Imagining strolling down library walk and getting to hurl a deep, stockades allow for soul-crushing public humilia-
tion form of punishment in this day and age, just look at so-

Many still remember the sweltering heat of stockades. But don’t worry, that’s just natural selection. For those of you who will live to lounge every UCSD student’s natural urge to off themselves, I salute you. And as a token of my gratitude I give this newspaper, The Motherfuckin Koala.

Editor-in-chief
Brian K. Giori

If Cupid doesn’t pierce your heart this Valentine’s Day, the Koala will at least pierce your ass. Fridays at 4:20PM in the Media Lounge (above A.5. Social Resources) at Home Plate

Why 4:20? We like to be 10 MINUTES EARLY, DUMBASS.

Some raw textual content previously extracted for this document included:

**Scratch n’ Sniff**

**Ink Scent!**

**Come to a Koala Meeting**

**If Cupid doesn’t pierce your heart this Valentine’s Day, the Koala will at least pierce your ass. Fridays at 4:20PM in the Media Lounge (above A.5. Social Resources) at Home Plate. Why 4:20? We like to be 10 MINUTES EARLY, DUMBASS.**

**Top Five Unsexy Things that Make You Think of Sex**

1. 4% alcohol and yellow logo
2. Start with “Adult” on top of a free Chipotle coupon.
3. -onset autism
4. Game of connect the dots always gets you into the library.
5. Use upper division logic to convince your parents to let you move back in.
Rent a FuckPuppy™
Guaranteed to get you laid!
• FuckPuppies are expert wingmen and experienced sexual partners
• Women will flock to your FuckPuppy with open legs
• Watch as girls flock to you and rub their hands all over the little guy (and later your little guy!)

THE KOALA IMPLICATED IN INTERNATIONAL CHILD PORNOGRAPHY/PROSTITUTION RING

Several men, believed to be associated with a newspaper at UCSD called THE KOALA, have been arraigned on charges of kidnapping, child endangerment, lewd behavior and exporting children without consulting the Department of Social Services or paying duties. The Koala staffers, pictured here, were caught on a hidden camera trying to lure children into a large sport utility vehicle with offers of candy and an opportunity to play with a stuffed koala teddy bear. One of the suspects, White Wash Robert exclaimed, “I knew those battered kids would be like little rats all over our candy.” One of the children was in fact a police officer dressed as a nine-year-old boy. Another member was apprehended at UTC, dressed as Santa Claus. A little boy told his mother that Santa had told him that he was sitting on Santa’s toys. Santa told the boy that if he wanted to play with Santa’s toys, he would need to run away from home that evening, and bring some wine from his parent’s house and meet him at the bus station at Black Mountain Road and Mira Mesa Boulevard. The mother, Ariana DeFlor from Mira Mesa told reporters afterwards, “He wasn’t acting normal. His midsection was like a bowl full of jelly with a tennis racket handle sticking up through the middle.” Later, it was reported that Santa made a daring escape from jail on the back of a Reindeer he summoned with a magic whistle.

A connection has also been established between certain members of THE KOALA and houses of prostitution in San Diego, innocently called “Oriental Acupressure.” Investigators say their attention was first drawn to these places by the establishments’ tendencies to remain open at odd hours, including well into the night during the weekends.

Khalifa Kush
Jilly’s Wreck
Green Crack
Fire O.G

San Diego’s Premier Express Medical Marijuana Delivery

FULLY LICENSED AND LEGAL
Get $20 off $100*

• 5 G 1/8’s ON OUR ENTIRE MENU
• 10 G’S + 4 FREE G’S ANY TOP SHELF $120!
• 2 G’S SELECT SHATTER-$75 | $100 | $120
• HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 11:00am-2:00pm - $9/G
• ALL TOP SHELF NO LIMIT | $13/G P.R NO LIMIT
• CRUMBLE 5 G $20 | 1 G $30!
• FREE MYSTERY GIFT BAG FOR STUDENTS ON EVERY ORDER W/ VALID I.D.

- BEST FTP DEALS IN SAN DIEGO -
FREE FLOWERS, GRINDER, LIGHTER, EDIBLE, PAPERS, TIPS & MORE!
• $45 MINIMUM ORDER
• FREE DELIVERY (15 MILE RANGE)
• MONTHLY RAFFLE FOR ALL PATIENTS!

PHONE: 1-844-KUSH2GO
EMAIL: THEKUSHREMEDY@GMAIL.COM

MENU UPDATED DAILY @WEEDMAPS & LEAFLY
*Discount not valid with Happy Hour, Specials or 5g 1/8's - any other denomination is valid

Red Eye O.G
Granddaddy Purple
Voodoo Haze

Spot the Pedophile

Koala Staff 2001

OMG, your dog is sooooo cute! I can’t wait to see it again!
Here’s Why the A.S. Should Always Fund THE KOALA, no matter what.

By The Koala

Dear current and all future Commissioners of Communications, the current and all future A.S. members, and the current and all future SOLO advisors (this includes you Emily Marx).

Please create resolutions to remind your successors. The following is a brief snapshot of the pathology of THE KOALA and evidence why you will never ever let us go anymore.

June 2003: The editor of THE KOALA at that time went by the name Erik Kaperski. He was a stoner and his one and only contribution to THE KOALA he forgot to turn in the little piece of paper that ensures our quarterly funding. Rather than waste and not print anything, we decided to do the opposite. We sold ads to fund our normal print run and a cute third little issue called Izadlam. Remember that? Well, when it hit library walk, USCSD shut themselves.

December 2004: The Koala editor at that time went by the name Brad Kohnenberg. He was a dumb fuck and he repeated history by not turning in the funding request form. Shortly after USCSD became the focus of international news when THE KOALA thought it would be funny if instead of selling ads we filmed Steve fucking a girl who couldn’t afford her tuition and came to him to get creamed on student TV. January 2006: The new Koala editor will again forget to turn in the form and not receive funding resulting in a catastrophic event involving there is still time to change this.

The point is when we don’t have money we do shit that gives you headaches. If you don’t want more shit to deal with and more, what you consider, “negative” publicity I suggest you never ever let us go another quarter without funding, call it protection money if you will, good day.

Love, The Koala

CHIQUITAS SUCK: ON COSTCO BANANAS AND MEXICAN CHICKS

So, I went to Costco and bought a bunch of bananas. They were all very green. As I waited for them to ripen, a curious thing happened. Before they even started to lighten toward yellow, they started to turn totally brown. Somehow, 21st century agriculture has figured out how to make the world’s shittiest banana. Instead of the green-yellow-brown transition, they pushed hard on the green and the brown and BANG broke the sound barrier and eliminated ripeness altogether.

Now, I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking, “Hey, you don’t need to explain to me how this is like Mexican chicks. It’s obvious. Mexican chicks go straight from underage to pregnant.” And that’s exactly right. Sorry for wasting your time.

Just before the Ye Olde Party Reviews...
Would someone please get the nuts to tell these fat-as-a-whale chicks that hang out at Price Center to stop wearing those “peek-a-boo” midrif shirts? It’s like watching a mudslide destroy a tiny village in Venezuela on television. (Fall 2002)

Snapple Fact #69: Communications is as much of a major as cornbread is bread (Spring 2007)

To that fucked up skank hoe bag whatever the fuck her name was, you know who we were talking about from Poli 102B. You stink, and we ain’t talkin cooch stank, i mean ass. Stop talking to the professor like you know shit, the only thing you know how to do is annoy people. Take a bath, wash your smellgina and your stankbutt and stop going to class, luv your TA. (Spring 2003)

BEST “FUCK YOU”

Fuck whales
-Captain Ahab

BEST “FUCK ME”

To the slut who was letting that jock finger your slit in Chem today, it was better than the usual porn I watch on my laptop in the back row... keep up the good work. p.s. shave your snatch you dirty bitch. The guy who kept dropping his pencil by you “on accident” (Fall 2004)

BEST “FUCK YOU, FUNK ME, FUNK JOHN EGGERS”

I hate calculus. I got one of my ex’s to dump his gf and get with me. I hate my other ex. He’s a loser and I can’t believe I lost my virginity to him. My “friend” madison is so f’ing fat and a slut but she doesn’t think so. Even tho she’s slept with a ton of guys. What a whore. Oh, my sister took my “friends” side when she hooked up with my ex. What the fuck. My roommate is a lesbian. Eggers is so annoying. My friend wants to hav sex with Dod(?) I’m horny as fuck. My roommates are so ugly. I need help. I hate math. My roommates are prudes, don’t drink, no sex, no weed. This school is no fun. I want a bf. I want my roommates bf. LOVE the waterpolo team. HOT! I want this guy at the gym. I’m NOT a virgin but everyone else around me is waiting til they are married. Well, fuck them. I have (oral) herpes. Don’t judge. I hate my mom, but she’s being nice to me. It’s just cus she’s brored(??) I’ve seen it. She cheated on my dad. My “friend” is hooking up with my ex... again. I dislike her. She’s a whore too. I want my T.A from HdlD last quarter. yum. This stupid fat girl keeps putting her feet on my chair. fatty’s ***(??) think there are a lot of ugly people here…

SD Ski & Board Club is a UC-wide student run organization created to help college students access the slopes with affordability in mind. We represent the largest recreational organization across the UC campuses with hundreds of members ranging from snowboarders, skiers, cross-country skiers, and more! The club consists of diverse and unique members of all abilities that share the same passion for riding! Every year we organize day trips, weekend trips, & during winter break our annual ALLCAL weekend ski and snowboard trip collaborating with the other UC campus clubs

Member perks include a club tshirt, discounts & priority signups on trips, sponsor discounts on gear, and most importantly free entry to all our events and parties! Feel free to message us with questions, come to a meeting, or find us on library walk when school starts. Follow us on Facebook to stay up to date with all events.

Join us every Thursday, 8 pm @ Roundtable on campus